Get Braille Paper, Braille Labels and more!

*10% off on your first order!

Get the best Braille Paper, Braille Labels, Brailon, Swell Touch and more with products from American Thermoform Corporation.

- Braille Paper – continuous tractor, cut-sheet and roll formats
- Braille Labels – continuous tractor and cut-sheet formats
- Thermoform (Brailon) and Swell-Touch paper
- PolyCovers (Braille Binders) – clear, rigid, pre-punched plastic for book covers

**Braille Paper:**
American Thermoform Corporation teamed up with paper specialists to develop a high-quality braille paper in continuous, cut-sheet and roll formats that can hold up to the heavy demands of braille production. The paper is sourced from a single mill so the quality never varies and it is acid free and generates minimal paper dust making it ideal for extended braille embossing.

**Braille Labels:**
developed specifically for braille production, these labels are perfectly clear and designed with a special adhesive that will not clog the printing pins and doesn’t generate static electricity, which can ultimately lead to embossing issues. The braille is embossed onto the label, cut to size by the user and will adhere to nearly every surface. This material is ideal for book titles, labeling shelves, canned goods, and identifying objects at home, school or office.

**Braillo Braille Embossers:**
American Thermoform is also the U.S. distributor for Braillo Norway. Braillo manufacturers the most reliable & highest quality braille embossers available. Contact us for sample and further information.

**Contact:**
Email: sales@americanthermoform.com
Phone: (909) 593-6711 / (800) 331-3676
Fax: (909) 593-8001

www.americanthermoform.com
www.braillepaper.com
www.braillo.com